We introduce a learning algorithm for the weights in a very common class of discrimination functions usually called \weighted average". The learning algorithm can reduce the number of free variables by simple but e ective a priori criteria about signi cant features. Here we apply our algorithm to three tasks of di erent dimensionality all concerned with face recognition.
Introduction
Many pattern recognition systems can be roughly divided into two parts, feature extraction and pattern discrimination. In feature extraction an input I is transformed into a vector I k 2 IR N .
(In speech recognition I k can, for example, represent the Fourier transformation in a certain time interval in a speci c frequency band 14]; in image processing I k could be the lter response of a wavelet-like lter at a certain position in the grey-level picture 11, 15] ). In discrimination the input I has to be assigned to a speci c class c. The extracted features are used to evaluate certain similarities to the di erent classes. Let Sim k (c; I) be a measure for the similarity of the input I to class c only regarding the k-th feature, respectively submodule. Sim k (c; I) is assumed to be high if according to the k-th submodule I is a member of class c and is assumed to be low if not. Sim k (c; I) may for example be the distance between a representative of class c and the input I in a speci c feature as for example in vector quantization 6]. Very often the nal discrimination function is similar to Sim tot (c; I) = n X k=1
Sim k (c; I) n ; (1) and it is said that I belongs to class c if Sim tot (c; I) is maximal for c. The disadvantage of (1) is that it does not take into account whether the feature I k is important for the decision whether I belongs to class c or not. A better choice would be Sim tot (c; I) = n X k=1 c k Sim k (c; I); (2) with the restrictions c k > 0; P k c k = 1 for every c. For the more signi cant features k for the recognition of a representative of class c we expect c k to be high, otherwise to be low. In many pattern recognition tasks (e.g., 11, 6] ) a discrimination function of type (1) is used. Here we introduce an algorithm to extend (1) to (2) and we give a learning rule for the free parameters c k . Therefore we give an algorithm to improve a standard choice such as (1) by introducing and learning new parameters.
We apply this algorithm to di erent tasks related to face recognition. The rst two tasks are both concerned with face discrimination, but the dimension of the problems is very di erent. In the rst task we have to determine approximately 40 parameters c k , in the second task we determine 1800 parameters. For the rst two tasks c k does not depend on the class c (i.e., represent the di erent poses. We describe the learning scheme by applying the algorithm to the rst task and give a brief description of its extension to the other two tasks. We would like to stress that our algorithm is not restricted to face recognition, but is able to deal with any problem which ts into the formalism de ned above.
Problems in choosing suitable discrimination functions
The approach of statistical decision theory is described in detail in 1] and 4]. Bayes' formula P(cjI) = P(Ijc)P(c) P(I) (3) gives the optimal discrimination function we can achieve. Unfortunately the problem arises to estimate the parameters P(c) and the conditional densities P(Ijc) which are N-dimensional functions for every c. 1 Therefore a priori assumptions about the P(Ijc) usually have to be made and one has great di culties if these assumptions are not ful lled (see for example 5, 12] ). Another discrimination function used in applications is the Mahalanobis metric (see e.g. 7]) which is a linear function. But also in this case there are many problems in determining the free parameters of the metric.
It is well known that the number of free parameters is an important factor in learning algorithms because it is correlated with the number of training examples and the time needed to train the system in order to get acceptable generalization abilities. Here it is our aim to reduce the number of free parameters by using a priori settings. For the second task we are able to reduce a problem with 1800 free parameters to less than 10 parameters. Only this reduction allows us to nd a suitable solution.
We assume that a general problem in pattern recognition is the right mixture of a priori knowledge and learning. There are two extremes: One can invent an expert system, the a priori assumptions are problem dependent and the system may be suitable to solve well de ned tasks, e.g., the recognition of tra c signs. This system will not be able to handle, for example, the recognition of faces. The other extreme is a very general statement such as Bayes' formula, but then learning may take forever. We think that the right mixture of a priori knowledge and learning has to be found. That means that the a priori assumptions have to be very general, e ective, and applicable in many situations (see also 9, 10] ).
One of the advantages of our algorithm is the mixture of a priori knowledge and learning. The a priori settings are very simple and evident and are controlled by the learning which also gives the required exibility to nd a solution adapted to the problem. 3 The face recognition system
As basic visual feature we use a local image descriptor in the form of a vector I s;o (x; y) called \jet " 2, 11] . Each component (s; o) of a jet is a Gabor wavelet of speci c frequency s and orientation o, extracted from the image at a de nite point (x; y). We are employing Gabor wavelets of 5 di erent frequencies and 8 di erent orientations for a total of 40 complex components. Such a jet describes the area surrounding (x; y). We represent objects as labeled graphs (see gure 1). That means di erent landmarks (like the tip of the nose, the left eye etc.) form a graph labeled with jets at its nodes (respectively landmarks). To compare jets and graphs, similarity functions are de ned: The normalized dot product of two jets I k ; J k Sim jet (I k ; J k ) = n nod (5) of the nodes of the graph gives the total similarity between two faces I and J; n nod is the number of nodes in the graph. If the faces have di erent poses jets describing the same landmark are compared against each other (see gure 1 (top)). For pose estimation we position the graphs shown at the bottom of gure 1 automatically by the algorithm described in 15] on a given picture. A similaririty between a node of a graph and a general representation of poses (called gfk, general face knowledge) is de ned. We calculate the weighted average over these similarities for each graph representing a certain pose. The pose corresponding to the graph yielding the highest total similarity is chosen as the correct one. The pose estimation algorithm is described more precisely in 8, 9].
Description of the algorithm for nding weights for nodes
In this section we describe the basic idea of our algorithm on the example of learning weights for the nodes of the graphs for face discrimination. We modify (5) into
We introduce an evaluation function Q(T; 1 ; : : : ; n );
which measures the quality of recognition on a certain training set T depending on the weights 1 ; : : : ; n . Q might be the number of correctly recognized faces or a more complicated function. It turned out that our algorithm is not very sensitive to the di erent choices of Q we have tried. We will therefore not describe our choices of Q in detail.
We assume that in T there are only pairs of pictures of the same person. Our system \knows" a person by extracting a labeled graph from a picture of this person. We call G i the graph of the person stored in the system, the set of all graphs stored in the system we call a \gallery". I i is the graph extracted from the second picture of i-th person which is input to the system and has to be recognized.
We applied an optimization algorithm for nding local minima of a multidimensional function to the n-dimensional function Q in order to optimize the weights k . Because of the large number of parameters we had di culties in generalization, i.e., we achieved a large improvement for the training data but a decrease of performance on the test data.
In this paper we use the simplex algorithm 13] as optimization algorithm. The simplex algorithm nds minima of a multi-dimensional function f : IR n ! IR without using any information about the derivative of the function f. Furthermore the simplex algorithm is more robust against local minima than many other optimization algorithms. Let T k be the part of the training set which includes only the k-th feature from all I i and G j . If, for example, the feature k is the jet representing the nose, T k is the set of all nose jets in the training set. In the following we derive a function J(T k ) which calculates the k directly from T k : k = J(T k ): We call J the \parametrization function". We assume that the information needed to evaluate the discriminative power of the k-th node is contained in the set of jets of the k-th feature, i.e. in T k . The function J should make use of a priori knowledge about signi cance. It is simply stated that for a feature f to be considered signi cant, the following two conditions hold: C1 For two representatives of the same class the similarities for the feature f are in general high.
C2 For two representatives of di erent classes the similarities for the feature f are in general low.
In our notation C1 and C2 can be summarized as follows: A feature k has large discriminative power if The simple comparisons for one class compared with all others are averaged and evaluated by j 2 , i.e., one set H i k is evaluated. The histogram H i k can be regarded as a \complex" comparison in which a certain feature of one person is compared with the same feature for many other persons. Each judgement of a histogram H i k is averaged again and nally judged by a function j 3 . Therefore the \complex" comparison expressed in H i k is evaluated many times and this information is used to determine the nal k . In the j i we allow some free parameters 1 ; : : : ; N . The problem we have is the following. We know some properties of j 1 ; j 2 and j 3 , e.g. that they have to be monotonically increasing, but their exact shape is unknown. This uncertainty is expressed by the parameters 1 ; : : : ; N . We substitute k = J(T k ; 1 ; : : : ; N ) and we get Q(T; 1 ; : : : ; N ) = Q(J(T 1 ; 1 ; : : : ; N ); : : : ; J(T n ; 1 ; : : : ; N )): We apply the simplex algorithm 13] to this function Q which now depends on N parameters. It is assumed that N is much smaller than n. Therefore, we have a reduction of dimensionality from n to N. J represents a law which calculates the signi cance of a feature from the subset T k of the training set T. The function J is the same for each node k but because it depends on T k it gives them di erent values. The whole method can be summarized as an \estimation of an incompletely known dependence". That is to say, some conditions like C1 and C2 are known, but there are still some unknown parameters. The cruical point is now how much a priori knowledge can be xed. If we do not give enough free variables we may miss the goal. If we give too many free variables we increase the search space and we will get problems in generalization. In section 5 we will use di erent functions for j 1 ; j 2 and j 3 .
The extension to learn a weight matrix (k;s;o) for all jet components is straightforward and is described more precisly in 8]. The basic di erence to the algorithm described above is the choice of the {expressions. For the learning of the (k;s;o) we use as the di erences of the similarities of two faces of the same person and to a di erent person in each jet component. For pose estimation we learn class dependent weights c k (where c represents the classes frontal, half pro le and pro le) by setting to the di erence of the node similarities achieved on a picture of a face with correct pose and incorrect pose (for details see 8]).
Results
Our complete data set contains more than 1500 pictures of approximately 350 persons. The poses frontal, half pro le and pro le exist for most of the persons in the data set. We found out that the weights depend on the actual task. For example the weights for the discrimination problem (see gure 3 (left)) are di erent compared to the weights for the pose estimation problem (see gure 3 (right)). But even for the discrimination problem the weight matrices depend very much on the poses compared against each other. for a more precise description of splines). We have done this for task 1 and task 2. A spline can be de ned with di erent numbers of free variables. In our simulations we recognized that 3 free variables are optimal and that j 2 can be set to the identity map j 2 (x) = x without loss of performance but with better generalization properties. The borders of the spline are set depending on the mean and variance of the distributions of j 1 (x) and j 3 (x) measured on the training set. As free parameters in the parametrization function we therefore have six free variables, three variables for both j 1 and j 3 . The optimization problem is therefore reduced to six dimensions.
We also tried the following settings: j 1 (x) = arctan( 1 x) j 2 (x) = x (10) j 3 (x) = (max(x; 0)) 2 
:
In this case the problem is reduced to two dimension expressed by the parameters 1 2 But for other problems the more general spline approach may be better. Table 1 gives the results for the learning of the node weights with the parametrization function (10) . Using splines as parametrization functions we get similar results. The weighting of all jet components achieves slightly better results. Table 2 gives the results for the learning of class dependent weights for the pose estimation task. The time needed for learning for task 1 with the settings (10) for one weight matrix is less than 5 minutes on a Sparc 10. If we approximate the j i with splines the learning takes approximately 15 minutes. The learning of weights for all jet components takes approximately 12 hours and the learning for the pose estimation problem takes less than 5 minutes. In 8] the results of our simulations are discussed in more detail.
Conclusion
We introduced a learning algorithm for weights in discrimination functions and we applied this algorithm to very di erent tasks in face recognition. Nevertheless we expect our algorithm can also be applied to other discrmination tasks because we only make use of simple properties, the di erence of similarities of submodules within classes compared to the similarities of submodules between di erent classes. We expect this algorithm might be very useful in other pattern recognition systems which make use of a discrimination function of the type (1), e.g., vector quantization methods. The transformation of the input space induced by the weighting is simple: it is a stretching or compression in each dimension of the input space. The improvement which can be achieved will depend very much on the quality of the already extracted submodules or features. If there are already very signi cant features for many classes and a lot of other features which are insigni cant, the algorithm will nd the signi cant features and will yield a large improvement (as in the case of pose estimation). But if all of the features are not suitable to recognize elements of the di erent classes, the transformation we can learn with our algorithm will give less improvement. Then a more complex transformation has to be performed, i.e., the feature extraction itself has to be improved. In recent work 9] we utilized a priori constraints similar to our criteria C1 and C2 to derive more e cient features. Fig. 1 . Top: Flexible graphs for frontal and half pro le views. At every node jets are extracted. For the nal decision which face in the gallery corresponds to a certain input face the jets in di erent poses belonging to the same landmark are compared with each other. Bottom: The graphs used for the preprocessing for the di erent poses (frontal, half pro le, pro le). The size di erences are quite typical for our data set. The results for weight learning for the nodes in percentages. As parametrization function we used (10) . In the left column the pair of poses compared against each other is marked. f means frontal, h half pro le and p pro le. \ph" means pro le is compared against half pro le. That means pro le is the pose of the faces we have stored in the gallery and half pro le is the pose of the unknown pictures which are compared against the gallery. \hh" means that a half pro le is compared against a half pro le of opposite view of the face. The columns labeled with \norm." give the results without any weighting and the columns labeled with \weight." give the results with the learned weights. The colums labeled by \co" give the percentage of correctly recognized faces and the columns labeled by \ra" give the number of pictures for which the corresponding entry in the gallery was within the rank of the rst ten percent best matches. The size of training and test sets was between 130 and 150 pairs of entries. We had no problems with local minima, the simplex algorithm always found the same minima without regard to the initial conditions. The improvements are in the range between 5% to 15%. A weight matrix for the comparison of half pro le views and frontals is shown in gure 3 (left). Tab. 2: The results for the algorithm applied to pose estimation. Here we used the parametrization function in (10) . The corresponding weight matrices are shown in gure 3 (right). We remark that in this case we used a kind of graph which was created for a di erent task: the segmentation of a face under the assumption that the pose is already known as described in 15] . Just by introducing weights in the discrimination function the errors could be reduced to the half. Here no ne tuning, like adding new nodes or selecting a special kind of gfk adapted to pose estimation, is done to increase the performance. This kind of work is described more precisely in 10]. weight. norm. weight. pose co ra co ra co ra co ra fh 18% 61% 27% 63% 21% 50% 26% 64% hf 19% 50% 23% 58% 13% 50% 21% 61% hp 19% 49% 24% 53% 21% 43% 28% 51% ph 23% 58% 26% 62% 24% 53% 30% 57% hh 69% 85% 73% 88% 46% 88% 50% 90% Tab. 1. pose estimation norm. weight. training set (100 for each pose) 79% 89% test set (100 for each pose) 80% 91%
Tab. 2.
